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Modules designed to work
however you need them to.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHG)
Easily capture sustainability data, influence how you manage your business and clearly show how actions
impact the bottom line. Our modular platform allows companies of any size to have a platform tailored to
their needs. Extending Sustainability Sure to cover more buildings, countries, activities and adding additional
modules such as GHG has never been easier.

GHG Module

Provides exportable reports for:

Greenhouse Gas Emissions auditing can be a significant
distraction for any organisation if systems and processes are
not in place.

• Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)
• UK Climate Change Act Mandatory
Carbon Reporting
• Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)
• CCA/CCL and EU-ETS
• Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol
• Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
• ISO 14001
• ISO 14064-1
• International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)
• National Greenhouse and Energy
Reporting (NGERS)
• Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
(RGGI)
• Several Management Reports

Sustainability Sure provides a clean process centered
around the safe storage of emissions and sustainability
data, verified calculations and underlying methods. It is easy
to use, and easy to audit. Documents in the repository are
quick to find, as are meters, and meter data, and any
unique tags that businesses have assigned.
The dedicated audit screen within the software for the
audit, pass, fail process allows for simple and clear tracking.
Best of all, as the system has audit specific user roles, the
auditor can carry out much of the inspection from their
office. Thus reducing their own carbon footprint, and the
associated costs.

“We see it as essential to have all of our energy data in one place and Sustainability
Sure offers this with the added benefit of being web-based which means it is backed up
and secure.” - John Sinclair, Energy Manager, London Borough of Sutton

Features

Collect Any Data
•
•
•

Thousands of fuels and
activities
Up to date with leading trends
Gather data in whatever shape
you have it

Derive Valuable Outputs

Convert & Refine
•
•
•

Intelligent data adapters
Normalises data formats
Any source in any format

•
•
•

Reports generated in seconds
Flexible reports and dashboards
Powerful insights from obscure data

Benefits
Risk Mitigation

Efficiency Benefits

• Totally independent of
any key person
• Guaranteed quality data
extrapolation
• More accurate and
quality reporting
• Removes risk of human
error in data entry

• Identifies consumption
hotspots
• In-built change and version
control
• Audit readiness
• Global single system of
record
• Automatic calculations
• Automatically change logs
and audit trail
• Secure document repository
• Full support and set up of
system
• Interactive charting
• All emission factors are
covered

Time Saving
• Singular system for
worldwide operations;
reduces time and
overhead
• Up to 80% reduction in
data processing
• Up to 90% reduction in
regular stakeholder
reporting
• Updating in real-time
eliminates habitual reworks

Uniquely, Sustainability Sure combines energy meter analytics,
CRC compliance & reporting, GHG reporting and CSR in a single
platform. It is the most complete and verified solution available
on the market.

If you would like to find out more about adding the GHG module
contact us on +44 (0) 1183 913 698 or Email: info@sustainabilitysure.com
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